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TRANSFORMS ALONG FLAT CONVEX CURVES IN R2 
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JAVIER DUOANDIKOETXEA, JOSE L. RUBIO DE FRANCIA, JAMES VANCE, 
STEPHEN WAINGER3, AND DAVID WEINBERG 
1. Introduction and statement of results. Let 17: R —• Rn be a 
curve in R n with T(0) = 0. For suitable test functions ƒ, let Hrf{x) = 
p.v.j:af(x-r(t))t-
1dt™dMrf(x)=Sup0<r<1\r-
1f*f(x-r(t))dt\. Hr 
and Mr are called the Hilbert transform and maximal function along T, re-
spectively. There has been considerable interest in estimates of the form 
| |#r/ l lp < C\\f\\p and | | M r / | | p < C| | / | |P where || • ||p denotes the norm in 
LP(Rn). 
If r has some curvature at the origin, in a weak sense, then the above LP 
estimates for Hr and Mr have been proved for 1 < p < oo and 1 < p < oo 
respectively, via techniques developed by Nagel, Riviere, Stein, and Wainger; 
see the survey [SW] and the references given there. More recently there has 
been interest in the case when T is flat to infinite order at t = 0. In particular 
if T(t) = (£, i(t)) is a curve in R2 for which 7 is convex for t > 0 and either 
even or odd, then a necessary and sufficient condition for Hr to be bounded 
on L2 has been obtained in [NVWW1]. The condition for odd 7 has also 
turned out to imply the L2 boundedness of Mr [NVWW2]. There has also 
been progress in the study of Lp boundedness for p ^ 2 [NW, CNV WW, C]. 
In the present paper we consider (locally) C1 curves T(t) — (£,"/(£)) in R2 
defined for t > 0, with 7'(0) = 7(0) = 0, convex and increasing. To discuss the 
Hilbert transform T(t) must be defined for t < 0; we define r e(t) = (t,^(-t)) 
and To(t) = (£, — 7(—t)) for t < 0. Curvature hypotheses are replaced by the 
much weaker "doubling property" 
(1.1) there exists A > 1 with i(Xt) > 2i(t) for all t > 0. 
We shall prove 
THEOREM. Let r , r e , r 0 be as above and satisfy (1.1). Then | |M r / | | p < 
C\\f\\P for Kp< 00, and \\HyJ\\p + \\Hrof\\P < C\\f\\p for 1 < p < 00. 
More precisely, the latter assertion is that the operators Hr, initially defined 
only for test functions, extend to bounded operators on IP. 
By combining this theorem with the necessary condition for L2 bounded-
ness of Hre in [NVWW1], we obtain the following 
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COROLLARY. For all curves Te as above, and for all p, 1 < p < oc, a 
necessary and sufficient condition for the boundedness of Hre on LP is (1,1). 
(In fact, we can see that Hre is not even of weak type (p,p) for any p, 
unless (1.1) holds: for 0 < a < A, let 5 be the quadrilateral with vertices at 
(±a,0), {-2A,i(A){-2A-a)), {-2A, Y(a)(-2A + a)); let T have vertices at 
(0,0),(a,0) {-A,-A-/(A)), {a-A,-A-f {A)); then Hr.{xs) > log(A/a) on 
T, since Te is even and convex. But, denying (1.1) implies that |5 | / |T| can 
be bounded while A/a —> oo.) 
In previous work proofs of Lp estimates of the type under discussion here 
have depended upon favorable decay estimates for Fourier transforms of cer-
tain measures supported on the curve T. In limiting cases in which T consists 
of an infinite sequence of line segments tending to the origin such estimates 
fail to hold, yet (1.1) may be satisfied. The principal innovation here is a 
Littlewood-Paley argument based on a decomposition of the Fourier trans-
form plane into lacunary sectors as in [NSW]. A preliminary result based on 
this technique was proved in [CNVWW]. A similar idea was also previously 
used in [NSW] in studying the "lacunary" maximal function. Subsequently 
[DRdF] showed how old results, for cases in which favorable decay estimates 
do hold, could be proved by clever applications of classical Littlewood-Paley 
decompositions. A combination of these ideas leads to the proof of the theo-
rem in this paper. 
2. A Paley-Littlewood decomposition. Now we describe a Paley-
Littlewood decomposition. Let ctk = Y (Afc). Then by using the Marcinkiewicz 
multiplier theorem, (1.1), duality, and standard techniques, we can find mul-
tiplier operators Pk defined by (Pkf)^{£,v) = $k(£,v) • f(€,v) s u c n that 
Y^Pk = identity; 
supp$fc Ç {(£,rç):afc_2 < \£/v\ < «fc+i}; 
1/2 I 
Eift /15 
and 
Eft/* <cp 
<ct 
Eift/* 
1/2 
1 < p < oo; 
1 < p < oo. 
3. The proof of ||Afr/||p < C1|/||p for 1 < p < oo. We may assume 
À > 2. For each integer k let Ik be the interval [A* - 1^*]. Define measures 
fik by their action on test functions 0:/ifc(0) = \Ik\~1 Jj <l>{t,i(t))dt. Then 
{fikr(^v) = \h\-
1 f exp{itt + irn(t))dt. 
The Lp boundedness of Mr is equivalent to 
(3.1) || sup |/ifc * ƒ| ||p < C||ƒ||p, K p < oo. 
k 
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The proof of 3.1 will be by a bootstrapping argument similar to that of 
[NSW]. We prove the following two lemmas: 
LEMMA 1. ||supfc |/ifc * f\ ||2 < C||/||2- Moreover, if there exists r < 2 
and C < 00 with 
(3.2) ^2\^k*/k\ 
1/2 
<c EIAÏ 
1/2 
/or a// sequences fk, then for each r < p < 2 there exists Cp < 00 suc/i t/&a£ 
| | 8 U p f c | / i f c * / | | | p < C p | | / | | p . 
LEMMA 2. If ||supfc |/Zfc * / | ||p < C p | | / | | p for some p, 1 < p < 2, then 
IKE* lM* * M2)1 / 2 l lr < CIKEfc l/fc|2)1/2llr /or a« r tnft r " 1 < (1 + p^)/2. 
3.1 follows by applying Lemmas 1 and 2 infinitely often as in [NSW]. The 
proof of Lemma 2 is the same as the proof of Lemma 3 of [NSW]. 
To prove Lemma 1 we compare /ik to &k where c*k = //fc*[(0fc—£)®(^fc—£)]. 
Here <j)(t), ip(t) are nonnegative C°° functions on R with support in [—1,1] 
and ƒ <j> = ƒ ij) = 1; <f>k(t) = \-
k<j)(\-kt), and 
Mt) = h(A fc+1)]-V[(7(A fc+1))"4]. 
(5 is the dirac point mass at the origin. The meaning of (</>& — 6) ® ( ^ — 6) 
is that (j>k — S acts on the first variable and ^ — 6 on the second. We set 
"k = V<k — &k- Notice that 
"k = V>k * (<£fc ® *) + //fc * (6 0 f̂c) - fik * (</>fc 0 f̂c) 
is a sum of smoothed out //&. One can show supfc \vk * / |(x, y) < CMsf(x, y) 
where M3 is the usual strong maximal function. Thus, 
(3.3) |sUp|l/fc* / | | | p < C p | , y „ p , 
k 
(3.4) fe>*AI2) 
1/2 
<c„ £lA 
1/2 
both hold for 1 < p < oo; see [FS]. 
To prove Lemma 1 it suffices to bound supfc \ok * ƒ |, in view of 3.3. But 
(letting Pk be as in §2) 
sup fa * ƒ I = sup 
3 I 
< ^ S U p | a f c * P j + f c / | 
3 k 
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We show 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
IKVIIP < C\\f\\ Vi r < p < 2; 
\\G3f\\2<C- 2-1^1/2 
3.5 and 3.6 imply the conclusion of Lemma 1 by a standard interpolation 
argument. 3.5 follows from §2, 3.2, and 3.4, 3.6 follows from the follow-
ing estimates on àk{£,r}): \âk{^v)\ < C\k\£l \àk(Ç,v)\ < C"yO*fc+1)Mj a n d 
\*k{t,v)\ < l /fcl^maxte/je + ^YWI"1 . 
4. The proof of | | i fr / | |P < Cp\\f\\p, 1 < p < oo. The proof is similar to 
the proof in §3. The analogue of the operation ƒ —> o^ * ƒ is 
W = J ï f c{ [ (0 ib -« )®(^ -« ) ]*ƒ} , 
where Hkg{x, y) = fu\eI g{x — t,y — ^(t))t~
x dt. Then we must show 
YPj+kLk! 
k 
<C\\f\\p and / , Pj+kLkf <C-2 -W
/ 2 
The latter follows from simple Fourier transform estimates. For the former, 
\ i/21 
Y^\p3+kLkj\A J2 Pj+kLkf 
I? = C 
<c 
<c 
<c ^ . 
\\\ k / 
M lip 
\Hk * {{fa - «) ® (V-fc - S)] * Pj+kf\
2 
>. 1/2 
1/2 
EIK* 
|Ç 
* - S) ® (t/>* - 5)] * P i + f c ƒ |
2 
1/21 
*WI 2 < C | | / | | P , 
by §2, Lemmas l and 2, and [FS]. 
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